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Your local officers 

 The following are officers of the West Midlands Branch and have specific responsibilities for      
Herefordshire. I would like to thank them for the work they are doing. Long may it continue! 

Regional Officers Dr Jenny Joy and Rhona Goddard,    County Leader Dean Fenton, Conservation Officer 
(Herefs) Ian Hart       Moth Officer Robin Hemming,   Ewyas Harold Reserve Manager Ian Hart 

These people are working to help the conservation of lepidoptera in Herefordshire - Thankyou 

Dear members, 
 
 Welcome to your second newsletter. Butterflies have been hard to find 
this year - for me the highlight was seeing Wood Whites and three White-letter 
Hairstreaks at Haugh Wood on the July walk which Bob Hall led. One of the      
factors in covering the Branch Chair role is dealing with the range of requests we 
receive – it is amazing the spread of activities our volunteers cover - and what 
knowledge you have. We cannot meet all these requests but it does show what a 
high level of interest exists. One of the things we have been asking our members 
to do is more recording so the local arrangements you now have is valuable in a 
number of ways. For a start it equips the Branch with information to deal with 

some of the enquiries. 
 
But equally, good records enable us to plan and to make bids for project money. One such initiative 

very relevant to Herefordshire is the “Making a Stand for the Wood White.” You may be aware that we are 
in the early stages of this three year project. So a direct benefit from the records you have submitted to 
Bob this summer is making our Project Officer, Rhona Goddard, aware of several sites. 

I think submission of late sightings is going to be especially important in 2016 as there is some       
indication of a late resurgence by some species. Sadly not however in the case of Small Tortoiseshells. 
Numbers have fallen back since the recovery in 2013, and our concern extends to a similar lack of Small 
Coppers. RSPB and partner agencies have just produced the latest “State of Nature” Report which confirms 
the on-going decline of the Wall Brown and of White-letter Hairstreaks. So again evidence of finding these 
species in this year’s Hereford records is particularly relevant.  

 
I would like to close by asking you to check the “Comma” for details of our AGM on November 19, 

and by thanking Martyn Davies for showing the way by producing this newsletter. 
 

Peter Seal                    West Midlands Chair            Butterfly Conservation    



Here is the second edition of the Herefordshire Group Newsletter for your delectation or something 
similar, I hope you find something in it to whet your appetite for the coming months. It is later than I had 
hoped but I was not able to put much in place before going into hospital at the end of September for a knee 
replacement operation. In fact it has taken until now to feel ready and able to collect the items and then put 
the news together. Please note that if you have an email address and you receive this through the post that 
means I don’t have your email address, and that you only get to see it in black and white and not full colour 
so let me have those email addresses please it also saves money which can be used for conservation           
activities. 

What an awful year from January through until August. Butterfly and moth numbers were down on 
last year despite the fact that the weather did improve from August onwards and September and October 
have both been good with some beautiful weather. In fact as write this on the 24th Oct it is still warm enough 
to see butterflies on the wing, if there were any to see. The Red Admirals and Small Tortoiseshells that are 
usually present are not about despite Buddleia in flower in the garden even now. However much we can 
hope for a better summer next year it is important to make sure that areas of good habitat are maintained, 
improved or extended for 2017 and onwards. You will find details of Work Party Dates throughout the    
newsletter If you can only help with one or two it would be good and take older children along to help where 
they are big enough and you can supervise them, (All children under 18 must be supervised by an adult!) 
good exercise, family event, enjoyment and contributing  to conservation, but please check with the leader 
before doing so. Health and Safety and Insurance are important matters when out on a work party. 

We will be organising a member’s evening sometime in late winter in Hereford, at that meeting, I am 
hoping that we will have an update on the Wood White project (more information in this newsletter, maybe 
some nice pictures (any volunteers?) and an opportunity for people to say what they want from this their  
local group and perhaps from the larger West Midlands Branch. If you have any ideas for next year then 
please let me have them, preferably by email martyn.davies808@gmail.com or phone 01432 266703. Robin 
Hemming has arranged a number of moth Breakfasts this summer often attached to a BioBlitz. I managed to 
get to the one at Queen’s Wood, Dinmore and was pleased not only with the catch but also the interest by 
members of the public who had turned up. Bob Hall, Ian Hart Robin Hemmings and Ian Draycott organised 
some walks and these provided interest despite the best attempts of 
the weather to spoil at least one of them. Did you go on any of these? 
Did you enjoy them? Do you want more in 2017? 

As you will see later in this newsletter I have run a moth trap 
more often this year than ever before, however, one of the hardest 
parts for me is identifying what I have caught. From time to time I 
have put pictures on the West Midlands Facebook page and kind   
people have identified the moths for me or have pointed me in the 
right direction. There are also lots of other interesting bits of news 
that appear frequently and you can read and enjoy the photographs 
that accompany them. You  do not need to post items yourself and it 
is restricted to members of BC but provides much of interest on a   
casual basis. Interested log on to facebook and find the pages for the 
public group  BC West Midlands Butterflies and moths. 

Finally an apology! I have written a number of the articles for 
this news, it would be better if some of you sent in material for the 
next issue due out at the end of  February. Even a short note on some 
interesting sighting you have had, observations on a site near you, 
questions about behaviour you have witnessed, garden plants that 
you found of value as butterfly nectar source. If you have an idea and 
you want to discuss it, feel free to contact me. We will consider all ideas!                    Martyn G Davies          
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The following article appeared in The Ross Gazette, Thursday, 
8th September 2016 
 
 Moth enthusiast Richard Clements from Bridstow near Ross-on-
Wye had a big surprise last week when he opened his moth trap to reveal 
a species never before seen in Herefordshire. The moth was a Beautiful 
Marbled (Eublemma purpurina) , a species not native to Britain, whose 
home is in Southern Europe.  
 First recorded in 2004, there have only been a handful of sightings 
of the Beautiful Marbled in the UK. These sightings tend to be mainly 
along the coast, and this is the second inland record.  
Richard’s interest in moths started as a child and he traps regularly as part 
of the Garden Moth Scheme; a national group of enthusiasts who, by 
trapping every week and recording the numbers of about 200 common species they see, are trying to collect 
data to enable long-term population trends to be seen.  
 Richard told the Ross Gazette: “Last Wednesday I had almost finished checking the trap and saw the 
moth on the one side. It was instantly obvious it was something different from the normal fare. I took a    
photo and sent it to Robin Hemming, West Midlands Butterfly Conservation’s Herefordshire Moth Officer to 
confirm the sighting.  
 “That something with a wingspan of about an inch can travel so far and it was in perfect shape,  
amazes me. There are quite a number of moth species that migrate and some of them are quite common, 
but few as striking as this one. It certainly gives the lie to the idea that butterflies are the pretty ones and 
moths are just boring little brown jobs.”  
 Robin told the Ross Gazette: “This is a fantastic find in what has been a generally poor summer for 
our declining moths and butterflies. It is not often that a moth entirely new to the county is discovered, and 
such a beautiful looking moth as well”.  
 “The end of August and into September can often be a good time for migrant species and in recent 
days we have had a number of reports of moths like the Silver Y and Hummingbird Hawkmoth which fly over 
each year from the continent, together with Painted Lady butterflies which come from as far away as North 
Africa. The Beautiful Marbled, however, is something very special.” 
 The West Midlands Butterfly Conservation are keen for more people to take part in the scheme. If 
you are interested, details can be found at www.gardenmoths.org. The charity is also keen to gather records 
of other migrant species and records of Painted Ladies and Hummingbird Hawkmoths can be reported 
online via the Migrant Watch hotline at butterfly-conservation.org 

Immigrant Moths and Butterflies 

 Every year a number of butterflies and moth species move into the country by crossing the English 
Channel, many do so on a regular basis, ie every year. Included in this group are Painted Ladies, Red Admirals 
and in most years Clouded Yellows, there are also a large number moths including Silver “Y” and Humming-
bird Hawk-moths. In recent years some immigration may be as a result of Global Warming such as the     
Swallowtail which bred near the south coast of Britain in 2015. The Geranium Bronze has been introduced 
into Europe from S. Africa on cultivated Pelargonium plants and using the same mode of transport individuals 
have turned up in  Britain, however, winter conditions are against its permanent establishment. The article 
below is an example of a species that turns up very rarely,  usually on the south coast and certainly not this 
far inland. 

http://www.gardenmoths.org/




Herefordshire Butterfly Records Summer 2016 

    There were early records of Brimstone, Small Tortoiseshell , Comma and Peacock from Ian Draycott (Great 
Doward). Plenty of Orange Tips from all over the county. The rare Grizzled Skipper was recorded from White 
Rocks HWT reserve and Ewyas Harold Common, with a maximum count of 14 carried out by Doug Lloyd of 
HWT from White Rocks on 16th May. Dingy Skipper was recorded from Little Doward by Ian Draycott, and 
from Ewyas Harold Common by Ian Hart with a maximum count of 4. Pearl Bordered Fritillary numbers at 
Ewyas Harold reached a fantastic 70 on 12th May. Wendy McKelliget  and her group on Coppett Hill counted 
11 there in May, whereas the Haugh Wood population seems  to be in decline with a maximum of 4 seen.  
 The earliest record for Wood White was on 7th May from Wigmore Rolls from Andrew Hurcomb. Good 
numbers in Haugh Wood,both North and South,  with Evan Bowen-Jones of HWT recording 25 on 24th May. 
This number was exceeded on 30th July at Wigmore Rolls, where a total of 35 were recorded by Robin      
Hemming and Bob Hall. Late records of Wood White from Lyonshall, Checkley, Haugh Wood and Wigmore 
where Beryl Petters counted 6 on 17th August.         
  50 Common Blue were recorded by Ian Hart on 3rd June at Ewyas Harold BC reserve, followed 
by 25 at Marises HWT reserve and 20 at Cethins Land HWT reserve on 10th June. Smaller numbers of 2nd 
brood seen at Checkley, Hampton Bishop, The Parks and Newton St Margarets. Holly Blue were found only in 
very small numbers. A solitary record of Dark Green Fritillary was recorded by Kelvin Richards from Ewyas 
Harold Common on 24th June.          
    July saw good numbers of Marbled White , with Pat Roberts recording 20 from Ewyas 
Harold       Common, and Doug Lloyd a wonderful 48 from Wessington Pasture, a HWT reserve in the Wool-
hope dome. Ian Hart counted 30 from Ewyas Harold BC reserve on 3rd July.    
   Skipper id day held at Wessington Pasture on the 19th July, the hottest day of the year, 
and ably led by Mike Williams, turned out fine, with 13 Essex Skippers being positively identified as well as 30 
Small Skipper. A late record of Essex Skipper from Checkley on 06/08. 
   30 Silver Washed Fritillary were recorded at Wigmore 
Rolls on 30th July by Robin Hemming and Bob Hall, a number just exceeded by 
Beryl Petters on 31st July  with a wonderful 33. Jane Wise found 2 Valezina 
  nectaring in Haugh Wood on 23rd August. Wigmore Rolls  also turned 
up a single Wall , also recorded by John Quinton-Adams of Lyonshall on12th      
August.    The rapidly declining Small Copper was seen by John Quinton-
Adams in his garden on 24th April. Ian Draycott found one in his garden on 7th 
August, as did Bob Hall. Jeremy and Katherine Soulsby found Small Copper 
on 22nd August at Hampton Bishop.      
  August showed some slight improvement in numbers of Red            
Admirals and Painted Ladies, but there seems to be a worrying lack of    
Commas and Small Tortoiseshells. Ringlets plentiful as ever, with a count of 
80 by Doug Lloyd from Wessington on 5th July.  

    Plenty of Large, Small and Green-Veined Whites, but 2016 has been marked by low numbers of Commas 
and Small Tortoiseshells. 

Bob Hall                       Butterfly Recorder                 Herefordshire 

 

 Thanks to Bob for taking over this time-consuming task, and for encouraging more 
records from us all. Also thanks to you who have sent in records, some of you for the first 
time? Keep it up next year and perhaps some more of you will forward records of your 
sightings in 2017.                                                                                             Martyn Davies 

Silver-washed Fritillary 

‘valezina’ 



Ewyas Harold Common and BC Reserve 

 As readers well know, Ewyas Harold Common and 
the adjacent Butterfly Conservation Reserve are            
significant areas for lepidoptera. Monitoring of the      
nationally important colony of Pearl bordered Fritillary 
butterflies has been on-going for some 15 years. During 
this period the colony has remained remarkably          
constant, with on average some 50-70 individuals        
recorded at their Spring emergence on a favourable day 
in late April or May. This means, of course, that there are 
in fact many more individuals in the colony, but their 
emergence and their flight period is very much              
dependent on the weather.  

 During 2016, despite a somewhat erratic Spring weather-wise, this number held up with over 100   
individuals recorded on any one day. However, of particular interest in this last season, has been the            
colonisation of the butterfly in a fairly extensive bracken dominated area of the Common that was formerly 
cut wholesale by the commoners as winter bedding for their animals. This area has a relatively species rich 
ground flora, including essentially violets which are critical as the food plant for the Fritillaries. In the last few 
years, we have experimented with cutting 'tram-lines' through the bracken with a flail in order to encourage 
the Fritillaries to colonise from surrounding areas. So we have been delighted to record that the butterflies 
have responded and were noted laying on both violets and bracken this Spring. 

 Their colonisation of this area, however, has created a conundrum, whether to cut the bracken again 
or to leave well alone. As the species overwinters as a larvae, any areas that would be cut would destroy the 
larvae and therefore the next generation of butterflies, so we have, on a trial basis, decided for this year not 
to flail the bracken. Managing these areas for the butterflies has always proved tasking, because if                
intervention is not taken at some stage, the leaf litter from the accumulated  bracken will dominate and    
suppress the violets, making it unsuitable for breeding. So decisions will have to be made at some point in  
the future to intervene. Watch this space! 

 It was also pleasing to note that this year further records of both Dingy and Grizzled Skippers were 
noted on the Common and Reserve, particularly the former which for one period of over a decade was not to 
be seen. Commensurate with reports from other parts of the country, the erratic summer weather resulted 
in many species peak flight periods being delayed and according to many observers, end abruptly. They also 
reported low numbers of common and widespread species such as Meadow Brown, Large White, Small 
White, Green-veined White, Peacock, Small Tortoiseshell and Orange Tip and the usually widespread Small 
Copper was almost non-existent. However, records of Ringlet, Gatekeeper, Marbled White and Common Blue 
butterflies together with Large Skippers and day-flying Six-spot Burnet Moths on the Common and Reserve 
held up, bucking the national trend. A few Dark Green Fritillaries were also recorded indicating the species is 
hanging on.    

 I am very pleased to report and to welcome a new    
Reserves Officer, Lucy Morton who joined BC earlier this year. 
Lucy is based in north Herefordshire and will have a wide    
ranging remit covering reserves and other areas of interest 
from the Marches to the West Country. She is already taking 
an active interest in Ewyas Harold and helping us with the          
formation and delivery of management plans to further the 
conservation of butterflies and moths.    



Butterfly Surveys on Herefordshire Wildlife Trust reserves 

 Many of you will recall that in 2013 and 2014 Martyn Davies organised a group of volunteers to survey 
the butterfly species on HWT reserves. This project culminated in a very comprehensive report entitled 
“What have we got” issued in late 2014. However, we haven’t stopped there because throughout 2016 
branch  members have been actively adding to this information, 
a  process  which  has  been  greatly  facilitated  by  having  a  
centralised depository of records held by our new recorder, Bob 
Hall. 
 
 In the original survey the project aimed to get records for 
almost all of the 56 of HWT reserves and it did succeed in getting 
information from 52 of them. This was actually quite an      
achievement considering some are very small and inaccessible. A 
total of 19 volunteers provided records of a total of 30 species at 
these sites. A preliminary look at more recent data submitted by 
volunteers this year between April and the end of July shows that 7 people have already sent records from 16 
HWT reserves  covering 19 species. 
 
 It should be noted that, at this stage people are more likely to send in records that they consider new, 
interesting or unexpected and so a lower number can still mean plenty of the significant records. So how 
much more will we learn about the butterfly fauna of HWT reserves? We’ll get a full answer at the end of the 
season when all the records are submitted but we’ve already some new information. 2016 has been a good 
year for Grizzled Skipper on the Doward HWT reserves with a record count of 14 being seen by Doug Lloyd on 
25th May and the species has extended its range locally with individuals seen for the first time at Miner’s Rest 
reserve. Other reserves have also had their butterfly list increased, for example Essex Skippers have been 
found this year in two more reserves, Nupend and Wessington Pastures. 
 
 So please send and keep sending your sightings to Bob so we can maintain as comprehensive a picture 
as possible to support our cooperation with the important work of our Wildlife Trust. Anybody able to help 
monitor the reserves in question should contact Ian Draycott and discuss which reserves in particular he still 
needs help with or if you are just making a casual visit please pass any records onto Rob Hall. 

                                    Ian Draycott 

Finally I will take this opportunity to remind readers that we have an active work party at Ewyas Harold and 
would always welcome new faces to help us with our work. We meet once a month at 10am on a Saturday 
from September through to March as detailed below. New workers always welcome. Phone Ian on 01981 
510259 

2016    Saturday 19 November,   Saturday 17 December. 

2017    Saturday 21 January, Saturday 18 February, Saturday 18 March  

Meeting place: Northern Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold Common adjacent to cattle grid (GR SO382302). 

Approach from Abbey Dore off the B4347 at GR SO384306.  

We look forward to seeing you!    Ian Hart 



 The Mothing Year in Bodenham 
 

2016 has in many ways been a repeat of 2015 both in weather and in moths. My moths do not tell the full 
story as I missed two long periods. We decided to escape what seemed likely to be a long cold spring by going 
off to Spain in April and not returning until mid-May. We were proven right by most reports and got back   
before things had really got going. On returning I found we were still pretty well stuck in what, some Moth 
people refer as, the 'May lull'. After the excitement of all the Spring species appearing in March and April we 
often have to wait for some really good weather for the next big emergence of moth species. Regular spells 
of warm humid weather seems to be key to a good moth year. Prolonged spells of cool clear nights often       
accompanied with frost hinder moth emergence. Strong winds, a feature of this summer are not good for 
moth trapping. 
    The other period we missed, which was probably the best period of the year was the early Autumn when 
we went off to the Isles of Scilly in a quest to see migrant birds and moths. I hear there were three              
Convolvulus Hawkmoths in Herefordshire whilst I was away so I clearly missed some good moths here, 
though the harvest of moths on St Agnes more than made up for that. That's another story. 
     Most of my moth trapping is conducted in my back garden in Bodenham. We are close to the River Lugg 
and are in the middle of Herefordshire. Within a mile we have some nice 
wet meadows, ancient orchards, ancient woodlands, gravel pits and I know I 
benefit from some wonderful local garden habitats.  
     February 4th was the first good emergence. It was great to see 10     
different species including Oak Nycteoline and my first Hebrew Characters 
and Common Quakers of the year. The rest of Feb was poor with just the 
odd moth turning up on the few nights that I trapped. The second week of 
March started to see better numbers with up to 40 Common Quakers the 
appearance of Grey Shoulder Knot and other overwintering species plus a 
few nice micros like Acleris cristana with its Pom Poms on its wings plus                Red Sword Grass              
Acleris literana like a miniature Merveille du Jour, easily lost forever on a lichen covered bough. The rest of 
March continued with a slow build up of the spring moths on warmer nights. March 22nd was my spring 
highlight with the   arrival of my gardens second ever Red Sword Grass amongst 142 moths of 13 different 
species. The following night a White Marked came to the trap.....a local species currently doing quite well in 
Herefordshire. A cold April fools night produced just 5 moths, all very common. After the heading in my book 
says SPAIN in huge letters and then jumps to mid May. 
     The latter half of May was unspeakably poor. One or two prominents struggled out in low numbers the 
odd Chocolate tip graced my trap, a local speciality the Silver Cloud 
came in once but numbers were in single figure when they should 
have been in tens. I had clearly been very spoiled trapping some 
wonderful thing in Spain and France and ran my trap less than ever in 
May. May 25th produced a lovely Gold spot, the first White Ermine. 
May 26th the first Puss moth came in along with Poplar and Alder 
Kittens and a handsome Mullein Moth. 27/5 produced 25 species , 
29/5 32 species including a Buttoned Snout but still very low counts. 
Things were improving but it was still very poor and not a Hawk-
moths yet. Some years they will have arrived in late April. 
    June 1st saw the start of a big moth event, I should say a small 
moth event as the Diamondback moth is tiny. My records show ten 
on June 1st. Normally, I only see the odd one of this migrant moth                 Silver Cloud                                   
species. By June 3rd there were nearly 100, June 5th 150 in my trap whilst Mike Southall, the Worcestershire 
moth officer for BC describes driving through swarms of countless thousands near Leominster. The BBC were  



warning cabbage farmers of the impending plague and the failure of brassica crops and no doubt pesticide 
sales soared as fast as the tiny moths vanished back to their more normal levels. I have yet to find out what 
was the true cause of this mass irruption.....maybe the cool wet Spring accompanied by major flooding in 
Northern Europe had precipitated it. 
June 1st saw my first Hawkmoth an Elephant, a typical 1st date for that 
species but I've usually seen Poplar, Lime and Eyed before the Elephants 
arrive. They all followed in the first week of June just a month late!          
Diversity and numbers all built up quickly in that week with 75 species by 
June 5th reasonable numbers through mid-June with some nice species like 
The Shark, Puss Moth, Figure of Eighty, Tawny-Barred Angle, Anania        
perlucidalis, The Fern all putting in an appearances along with the first    
migrant Silver Y’s and both Golden Y species. The third week of June saw 
diversity creeping up towards the 100 species mark with some nice moths 
like Cream-bordered Green Pea and Barred Yellow coming in but no really 
notable additions to the garden list. Later June into early July should see 
numbers sore but cold clear nights saw everything plummet once again with      Cream-bordered Green Pea 
species counts down to 25 just a hundred below what they should have 
been and moth totals equally poor. 
     The second week of July saw some improvement.....The first Garden 
Tiger arrived which is always a joy which we are still lucky to have in        
Herefordshire following its huge national decline. Along with it came Short-
cloaked moth, most of the Footmen, Wax moth to accompany the           
numerous bee moths and the now annual Calamotropha paludella one of 
many Phragmites Reed moths doing well. It was July 22nd that saw my first 
new species for the garden with the first of two Metalampra italicas. I 
know of one or two other recent county records with one taken last year by 
Dilys Hart in the West of the county and an unconfirmed report the          
previous year by Helen Stace in Colwall. Along with it came a nice White                              Barred Yellow     
Satin plus a Double Lobed off the wet Lugg meadows. Late July saw a nice Large Tabby, Small Rufous, Rosy 
Footman an early Dusky Thorn, Waved Black and then On July 26th a new macro for Herefordshire with a 
Kent Black Arches. This species has been quietly spreading NE, I assume from where it first arrived in the 
U.K. in Kent. Like the Least Carpet which first arrived in VC36 in 2015 it was not totally unexpected. 
   Early August saw the odd migrant with a Dark Sword Grass, Silver Y’s plus a nice selection of 
Thorns...September, August, Dusky, Purple and Canary Shouldered. By mid August things are looking very 
Autumnal with Rosy and six Striped Rustic, Flounced Rustics the last of the Poplar Hawkmoths and just a hint 
of relief with a lovely Maidens Blush (Is there a better moth name?) and my second Gold spot of the 
year.  Numbers of second brood species were generally low but marginally better in most cases than the 
first broods. A few migrants appeared with one or two Rush Veneers and Rusty dot Pearls but nothing to 
compare with Richard Clement's fantastic Rosy Marbled down at Bridstow. Well done Richard.  

      September sees the Autumn moths appear and much smaller hauls 
in the traps. Large Yellow Underwings proliferate but fortunately not 
too much this year. The Centre-barred Sallows were accompanied by 
my first Sallow and a Treble bar on 7th Sept and Sept 5th produced a 
welcome Mouse Moth a species in massive decline and really quite 
rare now though the books continue to say common. Three Red       
Underwings were a good catch but a disappointment as none were                  

 

   Mouse Moth 



Clifden non Pareils. Maybe one day! September 18th gave me a taster of things to come on Scilly when three 
gorgeous Vestals arrived.  An unexpected little wave of migration came up from the South. Sept 19th saw a 
good selection of Lunar Underwing, Brown-spot Pinions, Black Rustics, Barred Sallows plus Silver Ys and 
Frosted Orange and Is followed in my log by the big words TO SCILLY 

     As I write, still in a state of post Scilly blues my 
late October moths have been nice with several 
Merveille du Jour, Green Brindled Crescents,    
Figure of Eight a 2nd gen Mottled Rustic plus    
November moths. An Exapate congelatella is a 
nice micro that I get some years but pride of place 
goes to a lovely immigrant Palpita vitrealis that 
arrived with a late wave of commoner migrant 
Silver Ys and Rush Veneers. The Sprawler has   
appeared and no doubt the lovely December 
Moth will complete the annual cycle soon. 
    2016 has clearly seen moth catches at a very 
low level but the year, like every year has had 
some really good moments. Moth recording     
always provides an endless source of interest and 
never ceases to come up with nice surprises. I 

                                     Vestal                                             have not mentioned many species which I         
welcome afresh every year as they arrive in my garden, nor have I mentioned many exciting nights trapping 
away from my garden. Moth recording is a great hobby and also a wonderful learning experience.  

Robin Hemming 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        Exapate congelatella                                                                        Palpita vitrealis  

 The photographs used in this article have been borrowed from the “UK Moths “ website and        
although it would be possible to reproduce them from your copy of the newsletter I would ask you not to 
do that as they are private. Thankyou       Martyn G Davies 



Advertisement on behalf of Dave Gundy. I went on one a few years ago now and found it helpful at the time 
unfortunately I wasn’t in a position to run a trap regularly  so I will probably go on another sometime. The 
one day courses he talks about in the text below will  be advertised in the next newsletter.  Martyn Davies 
 

MOTH COURSES - MOTH COURSES - MOTH COURSES - MOTH COURSES  
 

No, it's not too early to book to come on moth courses with me in 2017! Next year I am running 6 
courses with the Field Studies Council which are all residential and based at Preston Montford in Shropshire, 
Juniper Hall in Surrey, Flatford Mill in Suffolk, Slapton Ley in Devon or Orielton in Pembrokeshire. Subjects 
covered include Leaf-mining moths, Beginners Moths, Moths of the Pembrokeshire Coast, Micro-moths and 
Wetland Moths. So why don't you consider booking for one or more of these and the sooner you book the 
better. (one of my courses - dissecting moths is already full up - so it's important you book up fast!) 

Full bookings and details of these courses are now out on the Field Studies Council (FSC) website    
today - so book now to avoid disappointment. As usual I try to keep courses fresh by swopping subjects for 
different field centres and this year for the first time I am running a longer course lasting 4 days in           
Pembrokeshire. (People on the course last year were very kind and said the only way the course could have 
been      improved would have been to make it longer - so I have!) 

Details of the courses are at this website address: http://bit.ly/1AjD5CJ (and do check out the other 
excellent moth and butterfly courses which are run by experts for FSC such as David Brown, Martin Harvey 
and Sheila Wright). 

My favourite courses that i run are always the residential courses at FSC centres because they give 
me more time to get to know people and more time to get involved with the subject. However you might 
also like to come on one of my one day courses which are run at various locations across the Midlands and       
further afield. These will not be advertised until January 2017 when you will be welcome to start booking for 
them. If you have any ideas on locations or subjects for moth courses for 2017 then please let me know and 
I will see what I can squeeze in. The only thing i can tell you so far about my courses is that I will be running 
a special 2 day course based at the RSPB's excellent Minsmere reserve and this will be to target scarce  
reedbed species of moth such as the White-mantled Wainscot. I can tell you that that course is provisionally 
booked for the weekend of 29th and 30th July, but participants will need to find their own accommodation 
nearby in B&B or camping etc. 

So, what are you waiting for? - get those bookings in now before the courses are full up! 

Skipper ID Workshop       
 
The workshop was held on 19th July in partnership with the       
Herefordshire Wildlife Trust and held at their reserve at     
Wessington Pastures.  The aim of the day was to help people 
with their identification of Essex Skippers which are                   
considerably under-recorded in the county partly because of 
their similarity to Small Skippers.  The day proved sunny and 
hot and the workshop was well attended.  Both Small and    
Essex Skippers were seen in good numbers and all participants 
had a good opportunity to examine the differences between 
the two species at close quarters.  In the afternoon some of 
the group moved on to nearby Haugh Wood where Large   
Skipper was also seen and several Silver-washed Fritillary. 
     Mike Williams 

http://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F1AjD5CJ&h=GAQEEPYlRAQGBkAgUX0zKgKY1LI0I8SsHPB1E8ZAZWFWWtA&enc=AZMCK8gyU_c1Rp_EuTeJPxwg9DLjyehI8ZMzVYPZ08x8rFYHFmXCX6e0debaMatPm-zKAQg4yrFJFrqodyNYpJOErPJAKZek4lXDHjvZ9IJDgy751tUb3h7RL3v6BpqOvXKPFRlUE9mxPqyto


The Plight of the Small Copper 
 
The following are extracts from an article written by Patrick Barkham which appeared in The Guardian on 
Tuesday, 22nd March 2016. 
 

A tiny but unmistakably dazzling butterfly, the small copper, suffered its worst ever year last summer 
according to the annual scientific survey of Britain’s butterflies. 

The bright ginger butterfly joins a growing band of once-common butterflies in apparently inexorable 
decline despite no discernible habitat loss in recent years and conservationists are warning that climate 
change is having a greater than expected negative impact. 

“A lot of these common species are decreasing with no obvious habitat change,” said Tom Brereton of 
Butterfly Conservation. “We’re realising that climate is a bigger negative effect than we previously thought 
and we really do need to get to the bottom of how weather and climate is affecting them.” 

 Small Copper numbers fell by almost a quarter on 2014 ……………………….. 
 A long-term study of land-use in N Wales found the Small Copper suffered from greater habitat 

loss than any other butterfly species, but scientists………now fear it is suffering from climate change. 
 Dry summers shrivel the sorrels on which its 

caterpillars feed and the Small Copper may also be experi-
encing a “developmental trap”: warmer summers encourage 
the emergence of a third generation of the butterfly in      
autumn possibly too late for its caterpillars to easily survive 
the winter. 

 
The results from this year’s Big Butterfly Count show 

a worrying downward trend for this and other butterflies. 
The following is an extract from Butterfly Conservation’s 
web-site. 

 
“Big Butterfly Count results reveal tough summer for 

UK butterflies. 
 
 
 
Common butterflies saw their numbers collapse over the summer 
despite the UK experiencing weather conditions that usually help 
them to thrive, results from the Big Butterfly Count have revealed:- 
 
The majority of butterfly species studied as part of the scheme saw 
their populations fall with some producing their worst numbers 
since the Big Butterfly Count scheme began. 
Widespread species such as the Gatekeeper, Comma and Small 
Copper experienced their worst summers in the project’s history 
and were down 40%, 46% and 30% respectively compared to last 
year. 
The Small Tortoiseshell saw a 47% drop in numbers and Peacock 

slumped by 42% with both species recording their second worst 
years.” 

  Small Copper photographed on Davies Meadow 

a HWT reserve in the west of the county. 

Small Copper Var caerulopuntatus 

(Blue spotted) 

http://www.bigbutterflycount.org/


Coppers 
Everybody has their favourite group of butterflies or even a single species, with me it is the “Blue 

Butterflies” or Lycaenidae, which includes the Blues, Coppers and Hairstreaks. Perhaps if I had travelled    
outside of Europe my views would change, or maybe I would just find the non-European species more         
fascinating than their European Cousins. I first became involved with them in the mid 1980’s when I led a  
survey and study of the White-letter Hairstreak, the foodplants of that species had been decimated by Dutch 
Elm disease and there were concerns about its possible extermination in Britain; happily then we found that 
it had just been under-recorded in the past. The underside of the Green hairstreak is also a really wonderful 
shade of green and the Brown Hairstreak also has a beautiful pattern of brown marbling. The blues of       
Herefordshire are easy to tell apart as there are only the two Common Blue and Holly Blue, the water has 
been slightly muddied with the reappearance of Brown Argus, but go over onto mainland Europe and the 
identification of the blues become a much more difficult proposition. I still have some photos from trips to 
the continent where identification of the subject is not certain! If you want to see what I mean look at   
Reverdin’s, Idas and Silver-studded Blues  

The two articles on the Small Copper Lycaena phlaeas  
have been included to show you that the future of these fragile 
insects is far from secure and we must continue to record new and     
monitor existing populations carefully. Information on how to do 
this specifically for the Small Copper will flow downwards from BC 
head Office when the situation is better understood, however,   
until that happens we must record and pass on the records    
whenever we can. In the past when Butterfly Conservations        
National Executive Council was considering the purchase of land  
as a butterfly reserve we looked at lots of different information 
and obviously this included a list of species recorded on the site. 
Small Copper being present on a piece of land failed to excite 
much interest compared to some other species because it was so      
widespread and common. 

The Small Copper is the only member of the family in Britain today but other species have lived here 
in the past or are occasional immigrants. The Large Copper Lycaena dispar disappeared in the wild in the late 
18th Century, however, it was introduced into a number of fens and helped to survive temporarily in the 20th 
century. The final introduction was into Woodwalton Fen and the population was supplemented with captive 
bred stock until the project was abandoned in the 1980/90s. This is a stunning butterfly and when seen with 
the sun coming through those copper coloured wings the effect is fantastic. 

 
The similar sized Scarce Copper L. virgaureae is the subject of 

debate as to its existence in Britain during the late 1700’s, certainly 
there is some evidence that it was here. Again when seen in certain 
lights it can be the rival of the Large Copper.  

 
The Sooty Copper L. tityrus is common and widespread over 

most of Europe. When first emerged it has a delicate purplish sheen 
to it which unfortunately soon disappears. When I first saw a fresh 
specimen I needed to check the identification even though I was  
familiar with the Butterfly. Three specimens have been caught in 
Britain, one near Ilfracombe, one in Fife and one in East Sussex.  

Male Large Copper - Hungary 

Male Scarce Copper - Switzerland 



The latter could easily have been blown across the channel as 
the species is common  on the coastal areas of continental Europe. 
When people first started talking about global warming the Sooty     
Copper was one species which was thought could easily colonise Britain 

because of its proximity to the 
channel.  
The only other species recorded in 
Britain is the Purple-shot  Copper  
L. alciphron which has been         
recorded once when a specimen 
was collected in Suffolk in 1886.  
 
 I visited Romania in 2012 with two colleagues to help one of 
their universities with a mark and release experiment on one of the 
most beautiful butterflies it 

has ever been my privilege 
to see and photograph. The 
Violet Copper L. helle is    

distributed over much of Europe but is quite rare and the subject 
of much scientific research. We spent about 7 out of 10 days  
marking these butterflies and then doing our best to recapture 
them in a wood near the North West Romanian town of Baia 
Mare. The wood contained a number of other interesting species 
including the Common Glider, Map and a Camberwell Beauty, the 
latter, I never managed to photograph. Every day I took my camera 
with me but the photograph alongside was simply a case of being 
in the right place at the right time. Both the lower male and upper       
female sitting with their wings open and pointing directly into the 
sun. I quickly took a number of photographs but the butterflies 
were disturbed and both closed their wings. 

 I hope that you have enjoyed reading about these beautiful insects, I have seen other species but 
the photographs are not up to publication. When I decide to go off and have a “Butterfly Trip” I consider the  
species I might find in the area I am visiting, the Lycaenidae are often top of my wish to see list. 

Martyn G Davies 

Male Sooty Copper - Romania 

Male Purple-shot Copper - Hungary 

Violet Copper (female upper left, 

male lower right) - Romania 

Haugh Wood 

 Maintaining the habitat of Haugh Wood is a vital exercise 
for helping to protect some of the rarer species found in our    
county. We can always do with more help and you will be very  
welcome. Do an hour or  longer, it is up to you and it will certainly 
help you keep fit. 

 Wander round the wood in the rest of the year and know 
you have helped protect the habitat. 

Haugh Woods 
      Saturdays 5th Nov 2016 / 3rd Dec 2016 

      Saturdays 7th Jan 2017 /  4th Feb 2017 

      Saturday 4th March 2017 

 

Meet at 10am. At Haugh Wood car park

(SO592365). Contact Robin Hemming 

on 01568 797351 or Kate Wollen on 07786 

526280. 

tel:01568%20797351
tel:07786%20526280
tel:07786%20526280


Mothing Year One 

Once you start it can become both addictive and extremely frustrating. Is it a Rustic or an Uncertain 
can become the dominant question of the day never mind what the BBC says are the important issues or   
major events in the world. This was the first year that I have been regularly running my moth trap which I had 
bought a few years earlier in a moment of innocent enthusiasm. I had run the trap on an odd occasion in the 
past and even taken the contents into the secondary school for the students to see; usually resulting in a 
throng of 40 – 60 students craning their necks for a view or passing round a Brimstone Moth or Emerald in a 
glass specimen tube. “Do they really fly in my garden at night, sir, as well as yours?”  

 

 

So I decided that I would start to trap more often if not regularly and then pass on my records to our 
recorder Robin Hemmings so that the coverage of the county improves just a little bit more. The first night 
was uninspiring, six moths and only four species, the next night I didn’t catch a thing, the omens for a         
successful season were not particularly auspicious. The total catch at the end of the third night was two 
Clouded Drabs, I might have caught more by leaving the kitchen window open and the light on. Luckily things        
improved and since the end of March until the beginning of September I have trapped and identified over 
140 different species with a few more waiting to be identified, the latter are mostly micro-moths. I would like 
to think that by the end of December I might be up to 180 species. Some species turn up in large numbers; I 
have caught 251 Heart and Darts over 19 nights trapping and even more Large Yellow Underwings on a total 
of 22 nights On the other hand I have only managed 1 specimen of each of 38 other species. But there were 
some beauties amongst them. 

 

 

 

 

 

Not certain of the identification? The books do help immensely once you get used to using them but 
buy one that uses photographs for identification and preferably shows a range of variation within the species.  
Also make sure that it emphasises the diagnostic features, the features that distinguish one species from all 

On the left  is a Pine Beauty  

( Panolis flammea ) and on the 

right a Green Carpet (Colostygia 

pectinataria) 

On the left  is a  Golden Plusia   

(Polychrysia moneta) and on 

the right a Rosy Footman       

(Miltochrista miniata) 

The following pictures all 

show variations of the same species 

Common Marbled Carpet (Dysstroma 

truncata) and were all taken in the 

author’s garden. 



of the similar species. When I started out I photographed all of the different species I had trapped; there 
were two reasons for this. The first was to build up a set of photographs as a record of my catch, the second 
was to put the photographs of moths I could not identify for certain (or at all!!!) onto the West Midlands 
Branch Facebook page. There is always somebody who has more knowledge than you who will help you out. 
I must also thank Robin Hemmings who has confirmed my identifications on numerous occasions or           
corrected them; his only requirement of me is that I try and identify it first. Micro-moths are a different     
issue, I have now bought the book and through the winter will try and identify the various ones I have       
photographed through the year. Robin has helped me here as well. 

 So to all those people who have helped me Robin Hemmings, 
Ray Birchenough and the good people on West Midlands Facebook 
group a really big Thank you. I have thoroughly enjoyed the              
experience and I would recommend  you have a go for yourselves. 

 Finally one more photograph for you  - a Canary-shouldered 
Thorn (Ennomos alniaria). All of the photographs were taken on the 
garden table in my back garden. So they really are the ones I trapped. 

 

Martyn G Davies (sept 2016) 

National Collection of Michaelmas Daisies at Old Court Nursery, Colwall 

It has long been known that Michaelmas Daisies are 
often a good nectar source for butterflies in Sept & 
Oct. Particularly useful are the older hybrids or the 
species flowers. Modern hybrids often have nectar 
bred out. Member Gill Smith sent these two         
photographs taken at the nursery on the 22nd Sept 
this year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Just seemed a nice way to finish off! 

 

 A Happy Christmas and   
a successful New Year! 
  


